
  

Stamps.com Bull Looks for Further Upside 

Ticker/Price: STMP ($273.5) 

 

Analysis: 

Stamps.com (STMP) with smaller but high-dollar buys today in the January $300 calls with over 650 trading from $33.70 

to $33.80, more than $2.15M. STMP doesn’t draw a lot of notable flows with the options market rather thin but does have 

some January 2022 $330 calls in OI from July as well as some November $270 short calls from 9/29 that were likely a stock 

overwrite strategy. STMP is in a strong near-term trend above its 8-EMA and back above a small volume node from August at 

$270 with its major moving averages sloping higher. Recent highs were up near $310 and run higher targets $345 and the 

high-end of a massive channel higher from the March lows. The $4.62B company trades 35.84X earnings, 7X sales, and 16.8X 

cash with 20%+ revenue growth in FY20. STMP is benefitting from the surge in e-commerce volumes during the pandemic 

and struck a timely deal with UPS last October which opened up discounts on shipping rates for their more than 750,000 

customers and has so far helped offset worries over margin pressures in its early months of implementation. STMP had 250% 

Y/Y growth in customer acquisitions in Q2 and while they fully expect that to moderate when they report on 11/6, their 

volume growth is staying steady while making significant improvements to the eco-system to help drive retention such as 

more sophisticated third-party logistics support, drop shipping, branded tracking, returns, and better mobile 

capabilities. Analysts have an average target for shares of $172 and Street High $340 from Craig Hallum. The firm notes the 

pandemic has been a material positive for those serving the eCommerce market and also those serving as on-line equivalents 

of off-line solutions and should continue into 2021 making estimates conservative. Short interest is 5.9% and down sharply 

from September 2019 when it was near 30%. Hedge fund ownership fell 7% in Q2. Disciplined Growth Investors the top 

holder with a $188M position, their second largest, and long-term holders since 2004.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: STMP has long been a battleground stock but the opportunity remains attractive, though there 

are higher quality ecommerce plays like AMZN, ETSY, SHOP to consider in its place. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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